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For health officials, planners, engineers and NGOs in communities across Canada to collaborate seamlessly to ensure built environments are designed to promote health and well-being, with a particular focus on the connection between traveling and physical activity ("active transportation") thus contributing to the reduction of risk factors for chronic diseases.
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HCBD CLASP
Overview

❖ Two Phases
  ❖ CLASP 1 (2009 – 2012)
  ❖ CLASP 1 Renewal (2012 – 2014)

❖ HCBD Partners

❖ Types of HCBD Activities by Phase
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Outcomes

- Capacity Building within Health Authorities / Health Regions
- Resources
- Tools
- Knowledge Translation
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Healthy Communities Practice Guide for Planners (Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP))

Research Briefs (CIP):
- Active Transportation, Health and Community Design
- Active Living, Children & Youth
- Health Equity and Community Design

On-Line Inventory of Built Environment Reports (Urban Public Health Network)

Residential Preferences Survey in Vancouver & the GTA (Peel Region)

Land Use Planning Software Tool (Toronto Public Health)

Healthy Development Index (Peel Region)
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Peer to Peer Mentorship
- Regular teleconferences with all Health Authority project teams together

Community of Practice
- Teleconferences & webinars on topics of common interest for all members of HCBD CLASP

Strategic Support
- Strategic advice by leading policy & practice experts
- Webinars on HCBD CLASP Renewal Projects
- Convene national webinars for broader network

Web & Social Media
- Establish a hub website with blogs & social media

Conferences, Journals & Media
- Present HCBD CLASP work through presentations, articles & media
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HCBD CLASP 1 Renewal

Themes

- **Broaden the Impact** of CLASP 1
  - apply the tools and resources from CLASP 1 into other areas of the country
  - ensure that there are projects in rural & mid-sized communities

- **Deepen the Impact** from CLASP 1 – build on the projects and lessons learned with existing partners
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HCBD CLASP 1 Renewal

Projects

Broaden the Impact

- Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region
- Winnipeg Regional Health Authority
- Ottawa Public Health
- New Brunswick Health
- Capital Health

Deepen the Impact

- Community Engagement in Active Transportation Demonstration Projects (Toronto Centre for Active Transportation with Toronto Public Health and Montreal Urban Ecology Centre)
- Data Projects
  - Data Collection and Needs in BC’s Lower Mainland (Simon Fraser University with Fraser Health Authority and Vancouver Coastal Health Authority)
  - Data for Health Impact Assessments of Transportation Initiatives (Montréal Public Health with Université de Montréal)
- Stimulate Health-Promoting Street Designs (CITE, National Collaborating Centre for Healthy Public Policy and Heart and Stroke Foundation)
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Gene Chin
- Project Manager
- Telephone: 604-685-7036
- Email: gchin@hsf.ca

Kim Perrotta
- Knowledge Translation & Communication
- Telephone: 905-627-2157
- Email: kperrotta@hsf.ca